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ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMv"

teen & Heard Support Clean
Up Program
Around 'Murray
Says Fenton

IR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 21, 1957

Shorthorn Show
And Sale Planned
At Bowling Green

The Kentucky Shorthorn
Breeders Association will hold a
National Futurity Show and Sale
on Saturday, March 23 at the
Western Kentucky State College
Farm, i3owling Green.
Nineteen consignors will compete for $8,000 in prize money
which is provided by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture
and
the Kentucky
Shorthorn
Breeders Association.
The event will get underway
with a show at 9:00 a.m. The
judge will be Dr. R. A. Long,
Chairman of the Department of
Animal Husbandry and Nutrition,
University of Georgia, formerly
of the University of Kentucky.
The sale will begin at 12:30 p.m.
Forty-nine lots of top quality
shorthorns will be sold. These
cattle are out of some of the
top herds of shorthorn cattle in
the state. There will also be
breeders from Indiana and Illinois that will offer the mune
quality of. cattle, ,
A banquet will be held in conjunction with the event at the
Helm Hotel on Friday eyeing.

Committee
Woodmen Plan Head Camp
Six Projects In County To
Meeting At Paducah March 24 Waits On Word Receive Bittnninous Surface
From Beck

Buford Hurt, 1300 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Woodmen of the World
state manager for west Kentucky,
is assisting with the coordination
of arrangements for the society's
Kentucky Head Camp (state)
convention March 24-26 in the
Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah.
Roscoe
Ewing, Morgan, head
consul of the Kentucky Head
Camp, will preside.
Other Head Camp officers who
will take part in the program are
Roy Claypool, Bowling Green,
junior past head consul; Harry
A Sanders, Louisville, adviser;
Jesse F. Weldon, -Madisonville,
banker: L. J Williams, Louisville,
clerk; Paul E. Whitaker, Owensboro. escort; 0. A. Greenfield,
Morton's Gap, watchman, a n d
Charles A
Walter, Louisville,
sentry.

Auditors are Harry W. Berry,
'The program for construction
5. Kentucky 1346 (Delter) 7.9
Glasgow; William Martin, Martin;
and sul-facing in Calloway County miles bituminous
surfacing.
Nate off to L. D. Miller for a,
Elwood Newsom, Mayfield; Robfor the year 1957-58 has been
6. Kentucky 280 from Potter113,y supporting the -current
By HERBERT FOSTER
good send off in the clean 5151 :
ert C. &Ate; Elewling Green, and
released,
according to a tele- town to junction with Kentucky
Clean-Up Paint-Up Fix-Up proAnd JOHN A. GOLDSMITH
canpaign.
Texal D. Brooks, Sebree.
gram received yesterday by the 121, 7.7 miles
gram we're not just cleaning up
of bituminous
National representative is Pat United Press Staff Correspondents daily Ledger and Times.
surfacing.
WASHINGTON (1), —The SenIf everybody cleans up their own the past but preparing for the
M. McCuiston, Pembroke. HowThe 'Joint announcement was
The announcement also said
place, the city will have its best future," Mr, Edd Fenton, Presiard J. Stone, Princeton, and Roy ate Rackets Committee today made by Highway Commissioner
that the Salem church - Colddent of the Murray Junior Chamword from Teamster
foot forward for the Spring.
E. Henson, Benton, are alternate awaited
Robert _Humphreys and Rural water and Kirksey - Penny
ber of Commerce said today.
Road
President Dave Beck whether he
national representatives.
Road Commissioner J. B. Wells, has been submitted to
Federal
will
turn
over
all
his
We are fortunate in Murray to
personal Jr.
More than 140 delegates and
"New citizens, new trading
Burau of Roads for programming
have so many businesses that
officers representing some 14,800 financial records voluntarily.
establishments, new industry are
Committee Chairman John L.
Wells explained that the road for survey and plans for concarry everything we need in all
Kentucky
members
will
be
presingredients for the success of
McClellan called on Beck to tele- improvement program involved struction under Federal secondcleaning, painting or what have each one of us,"
ent, Mr. Ewing announced.
the Jaycee presigraph during the day a promise rural and state projects, but does ary road aid program. A survey
you.
Speakers
will
include
Max
B.
den added. -A clean, fresh, athas been ordered for work on
Hurt, Omaha, Neb., executive that he will surrender all the not include others which may
tractively painted community is
the New Concord - Boydsville
records
when
he
appears
be
developed
before
later.
vice president of the Woodmen
buying in Murray before inviting and shows the
calibre
Road also.
you try elsewhere.
Society; Johp B. Cobb, Nashville, the committee Tuesday.
and interest of its citizens. These
Announcement came after Owen
The telegram was signed by
The committee recalled this
Tenn., trear,rer, and A. L. Yatis,
are the features which attract
morning Western Teamster boss Billington and Ralph McCuistion Malcolm Patterson, director of
.Mrs. will Shelton is proud of her new people and
Shelbyville,
Ill.,
a
national
direcnew business
Frank W. Brewster for more conferred with highway depart- the office of public relations for
new grandson. Bill Shelton, her to a city."
tor.
questioning on the charge that he ment officials on the program, the state.
son, notified her of the arrival.
Paducah
Mayor
George
Jacobs
"Cleaning up. painting up, fixthe telegram said.
'
will welcome the convention. was linked with an alleged racking up, planting up, lighting up
The following projects have
LEXINGTON, Ky. In —State
Judge A. Walter,. Louisville, will ets-Teamster plot to control vice
Television came into its own In are concrete ;venues
been set up in the 1957-58 pro- Commissioner of Highways Robta..eregeees
and
gambling
in
Portland,
Ore.
respond.
big way last night in produc- and growth. Let's utilize
our
gram according to Wells.
ert Humphreys said Wednesday
'
A 4eabsga—e8-41141--41•Overi44eft, Brewatereeleniee .it .lasj, week_
show about Nerno in Clean UP energies
1-.- Oki Murray - Paris road, he- wai- "keenly diaappointed" in
May Use Subeena
will tbe presentation ait a tablet
case you didn't see it, the show dividends tomorrow,"
President
The committee also sought reconstructed and bituminous sur- regard to the state's slowness in
*scribed in detail with actual Fenton concluded.
Brewster's personal financial rec- facing, 6.2 miles plus construc- getting started on the federal
photographs, how the heart and
The Clean-Up Paint-Up Fixtion of bridge over White Oak highway aid plan.
ords,
blood does its work.
Up campaign is being sponsored
By the middle of the 14th cencreek.
The federal government proAsked
what
the
committee
by the Murray Chamber of Com- tury, convex
2. Kirksey - Backusburg Road, vides aid on a 9-to-1 basis for
lenses and spectacles
would do if Beck refused to hand
Actual photographs of the heart merce.
were in general use.
highways designated as part of
over the records, McClellan said: bituminous surfacing 3.8 miles.
in motion were shown, and it
3. Kentucky 1023 (Penny Road), the Federal Interstate Highways
"We've
got
lots
of
subpena
was presented in such a manner
bituminous surfacing 2.8 miles System.
blanks."
that even the youngest could see
'Humphreys, speaking to t k e
Murray State students, local
Beck promised Wednesday to from end of present blacktop.
how the heart and its vascular
4. Murray - Wiswell - Harris ninth annual Kentucky Highway
fans and about 300 guests will
bring his records "without preju,eystem did its work.
dice to my rights under the Con- Grove Road, 8.6 miles bituminous Conference, added, however, "If
IMS a preview of the 1957 grid
you will bear with us a while T
stitution and Bill of Rights." Tjle surfacing.
beers tomorrow night when
ts. ha Trotter and his neighbor
beJieve a year from now you will
a-7
phrase puzzled Mc:CleJlan, but
Fergerstin's Blues opposir
%At Sycamore street have sold
be pleased with the progress we
Joe Matinno's and Stan Joh,he suspected it included
their homes. We understand a
Piave -made under the ptollesin."
son's
use
of
the
Fifth
Whites
Amendment
in
an
intersqnad
service station will go up on the
Methyl buthynol, a tertiary customer plants
Kentucky last week awarded a
and Airco's vinyl game at Cutchin Stadium
against self'-incrimination.
at 8700
location.
acetylenic alcohol, will move iii- acetate
contract for a bridge over the
monomer plant receive p.m
Beck—if subpenaed—is requirto commercial, continuous - pro-I acetylene
Nolan River as its first contract
by pipeline, as will the
ed by law to come to the hearing
One interested observer will
Th• homes are being moved off cese production for the first time new
under the 1956 Federal Highway
installation. The other Airco be head coach Jim
room with his records. But he
Cullivan, who
the lots.
in the United States by the end plant at
Act. pledging 90 per cent federal
Calvert City produces would like to clear
can tinvoke the Fifth Amendment
up the
of the year,
aid to interstate superhighways.
oxygen and nitrogen.
against handing them over to the
status of a few "question marks"
0o you know who is on the City
A plant with an annual capacLt. Gov Harry Lee Waterfield
The structure and chemistry of on the Racer eleven.
committee if he feels they would
For CulSchool Board' Hilton Hughes is ity of three million pounds will methyl
Wednesday told engineers, con•
biitynol and methyl pen- liven it will mean a vital
to
tend
incriminate
him.
tprac^hairrnan. The others on t h e be built at Calvert City, Ky., by tynol
tractors, city, county and St* f
(also to be produced) have tice session, a film showing
Brief Early Questioning
the
etoard are Dick Sykes, W C El- Air Reduction Chentical Co.. ac- led
officials attending the confeteace
to their use as starting mater- mistakes and other
However.
should
withhold
Beck
flaws that
kins. Maurice Ryan and Hugo cording to C. J. McFarlin. presie ials
Buford Hurt
anti the Commonwealth's '
in the preparation of flavors, mnst be ironed out
records
on
the
plea
of
possible
before the in honor of the late Alben W.
Wilson.
dent of that division of Air Re- perfumes, pharmaceutical
reaching highway progrsm" has
s a n d first tussle next fall
self-incrimination, there would
Barkley, former United Statels
duction ,Company, Inc. Initial specialty monomers.' .
attracted industries to the stale
'remain any avenues still open
However the fans and guests, vice president,
The County School &AM is e0171- production is expected by fall
in the McCracken
"We need to build roads.evetyMethyl Joutynel also has direct incInding students. from 50
for committee investigation of his
non
p.i.ed of John Grogan, chairman. of this year
County
Courtromm at 1 p.m.,
The process to be uses of its own. It is an acid corwhere—not only in our metiopersonal financial activities.
playing
high
schools
will
•
be
Jim Washer, Wendell Allbritten, employed at the new plant was rosion inhibitor,
politan centers like Louisville and
a scavenger of treated to all the highlights and March 26. An address at the unPresident Eisenhower opened a
Lelon Strader, William Murdock, developed in the Air Reduction HC1 in chlorinated
veiling will be given by Mr. Hurt.
Lexington—but also in outlying
_ solvents, a thrills of a regular season conprincipal one earlier this week
Research Laboratoroies.
The tablet will be accepted by
areas so that heavy and light
brightener in metal_ plating, and test. They will see such
proven ideCracken County Judge' Roy when, he authorized the commitThe new plant is the fourth is in itself, a specialty solvent.
industries can get into the cumaccess
returns
have
tee
tax
to
to
ball
carriers
as
Jere
Stripling, Steward on behalf of the county
to be built by Air Reducticm on
munities that need them," WaMethyl pentynol has uses simito persons it is investigating.
Its 1,500 acre Calvert City site, lar to those of methyl butynol, Dick Utley and Don Johnson and David Barkley on behalf
terfield said.
Regardless of Beck's decision,
assembled for its own and cus- but hypnotic characteristics that along with highly touted Corky of the family.
He added that Kentucky last
the committee does not plan to
tomers' use. The first was the have been successfully employed, Catman. They will render appAt 2 p.m. March 25 in the
By UNITED PRESS
year attracted 3 per cent more
question him extensively next
lause
well
to
.aimed
tackles
and
Rain doused the drought-rid- National Carbide division's cal- particularly in Europe.
hotel, a memorial service will
industries than 13 other Southern
An inWeek It wants to get his records
den Southwest today in the wake cium carbide and acetylene gen- triguing use of methyl pentynol blocks touched off by veterans include eulogies to Mr Barkley
states.
if possible, question other witlike
J.
Burdin,
D.
and
Cletus
of a severe storm that helped erating plant. from which three has been by fish arid
by Herbert L. Fraser. Providence,
D. V. Terrell, retiring dean of
game Cagle.
nessee, gather information about
and to deceased lay members of
Texas with hail, snow and tornathe University of Kentucky Colauthorities to tranquillive live
activities
from
financial
Beck's
The
student
cheer
leaders will the society by Harry C. Bailey,
dic winds
lege of Engineering, earlier terbfish to prevent their self-injury lead such encouraging
other sources and then recall him
rants as Paintsville.
The storm ranged through Oked the state highway system
in transportation tanks.
"Come On Big Blue" or "All
At 6 p.m. March 25 Woodmen
"worn out."
lahoma, Kansas, Arkansas and
The Way White." for assistant members will attend a banquet
Louisiana. dumping one - quarter
available
highway
He said
coach Fergerson a n d student at which Lieutenant Gov. Harry
..,e) one-half inch of rain Wednesfunds in the past have been used
coaches
Mattino
Johnson
and
it
Lee Waterfield. a member of
'Tay night and early today
for maintenance of existing roads
will further their experience for Woodmen Camp 634, Clinton, will
rather than for new construction
Wintry weather lingered in the
Tamil J. Vinson
coaching
head
position
in
a
the
be the principal speaker. He will„
northeast with heavy snow blanMancil J. Vinson will give the because of their poor condition.
future.
Terrell added. however, that
be presented by Waylon Rayketing portions of Rhode Island,
commencement address at Faxon
High school students from Alrno burn. Calloway County judge and
Connecticut and Massachusetts.
In Connection
Sch,.»1 on May 17 at 7:30, ac- with new funds available, "the
will have the opportunity to past head consul of the Kentucky
•
Six inches of snow piled up in
cording to Charlie Lassiter, prin- future looks bright for needed
stimulate their interest in the .Head Camp.
construction."
Providence, R. I. and Boston.
cipal of the school.
sport and perhaps take up the
Following the banquet the state
Mass., since
Wednesday, and
Vinstm
Mr
Assistant
Comis
FT. CAMPBELL, 'Ky. ttr — sport.
champion
Madisonville
Nantucket. Mass., had a fourdegree
Mrs Bert MIlstead. age 82, missioner of Agriculture and
PFC. James Ed Clayton. 21, of
Five gridders will miss the team will conduct an initiation of
inch snow cover.
passed away Wednesday morning served as Director of Marketing
Blytheville.
injuries.
They
Ark.,
was
contest
to
due
held
here
the "Kentucky too for Lundgren at her home on Route 1, Hazel, under Ben Adams.
, Light snow or rain continued
today op charges_ of aiding and are Bobby Mason, Bob Burnside
Class" of new members, named following a heart attack,
el) fall in the north Atlantic Coast
He is a former agriculture
abetting armed robbery in con- and Tony Beat, all fullbacks, in honor
of Woodmen national
states during the morning
She is survived by her hus- teacher. Mr. Vinson is the son
nection with three armed rob- Benny Bradley halfback and Bill
president Howard M. Lundgren. band. Bert Milstead: one daugh- of Mrs. H. C. Vinson of Murray
The freak weather was capped
beries in western Kentucky.
Hine, tackle. A doubtful perAt business sessions, delegates ter Mrs. !Album Pachall. Route route five.
by a snow storm in northern
PFC
Joe Smith, also 21, former is Charles Quiterrnous.
Texas that accumulated to a
will report on the many fraternal I. Hazel: one son, Willie Milstead.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor of
Mountainair, N.M. ,was shot to
Comprising the starting back- and civic services performed by
depth of three inches at Dalhart
Hazel. who is employed at the the First Methodist Church of
death
squad
will
at
Blue
midnight
the
Tuesday
for
field
in
The colder air pushed as far
Woodmen camps, A report by Peoples Rank in Murray; one Murray will be the devotional
attempting to rob Seay's, 45 Tav- be. Stripling. Utley, Lance and
President Lundgren of the So- sister. Mrs. Ceylon Myers, Pur- speaker.
east as the south Atlantk Coast
ern
on
U.S.
45
Thompson.
south
of
runfrofit
White
Paducah.
The
states with early morning tempciety's activities and progress in year. Tenn.: one brother, Mike
There are 32 members of the
The Layman's League of the
He was identified as having com- ners are Wade Harper, Dick the past two
eratures in the 30s at Atlanta.Ga.
years will be redd. Erwin, Route 3, Hazel; one grand graduating class this year.
First Christian Church had their
mitted five armed robberies in Vincek, Don Johnson and CarDelegates will be elected to the child, three great grandchildren
regular monthly meeting with
western Kentucky and southern man Every man not on the society's national convention
in and one great-great grandchild.
Judge M. H. Lovett
Troop 77 of the Boy Scouts havIndiana this month.
injured list wilt see action.
New York City July 22-25.
She was a member of t h e
ing their Court of Honor with 20
State Police Detective Hugh
H. H Lovett, Circuit Judge for
J. B. Blalock, Louisville, Wood- South Pleasant Grove Church
scouts in attendance along with
said
Page
Clayton
admitted
drivthe 42nd Judicial Distiict,'commen state manager ter east Ken- where the funeral was held this
their fathers.
posed of Calloway, Livingston ing the car and waiting for Smith
tucky, also is assisting with con- afternoon at two o'clock with
WASHINGTON 411 —A fat field
President Dennis Taylor introhe
while
was
in
tavern.
the
He
and Marshall counties today said
vention arrangements.
a
Bro. John Pugh and Bro. Walter mouse possibly with
wild duced the committee of Troop 77
said
returned
he
to
post
he
after
that he will be a candidate for
Hill officiating. Burial was in the spring-time yen for derring-do whice is composed of John Pasco,
An open meeting for dog fanre-nomination in the primary heard shots, saw the tavern lights
church cemetery. e
has assured himself a niche in Frank Wainscott, Coleman McMuke
Overbey
By UNITED PRESS
go
out
Smith
and
failed
...to re- ciers or would be dog fanciers,
election to be held May 28, 1957.
The Miller Funeral Home of history.'•
Keel. Oren Hull, and M. C. Ellis,
Southwest Kentucky —Increasturn
will be held on Wednesday,
Hazel had charge of the funeral
The long train slid to a halt
Scoutmasters Rupert Stivers,
ing cloudiness and wormer today
Judge Lovett was appointed to
James Buster Seay, owner of March 27 at 7:00 p.m. at the
arrangements
Wednesday four miles out of the Senny Crass and Donn were also
and tonight with scattered show- the office of Circuit Judge when the avern,- killed Smith with a Noble Park Community House,
wholeMuke Overbey, former
Potomac railroad yards when its present.
•rs or thunderstorms by after- the new district was created by .38 revolver when the would-be directly behind
the amphitheatre sale'produce man and 'well
couldn't
engineman
ZAMBESI RIVER FLOODS
throw
a
Joe Overbey gave a short talk
noon and tonight. High today an act of Legislature. He was robber's attention was distracted in Paducah
known in Murray, suffered a
VICTORIA FALLS. Rhodesia switch up ahead.
and demonstrations with Ronnie
• 56. low tonight 44 Friday cloudy appointed Circuit Judge of the momentarily by newly arriving
The purpose of the meeting is heart attack early this morning ER — The raging Zambesti River
Help was called. Shouts and McKee) Advancements were
and warm with scattered showers 42nd Judicial District in June, customers.
to organize a club to advance the and is now in the Murray Hos- flooded pine feet high aroeee alarms filled the air. Technicians
made as follows:
likely.
1954 and was elected in the
Page said Clayton also admitt- best interests of dogs, to encour- pital in an oxygen tent.
the Victoria Falls pumping sta- probed the switch.
Tenderfoot: Wayne Lee, Bud
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: general election in November, ed driving the car for Smith in age and support dog shows, to
His condition is considered tion today. Staff members reFifty-six
minutes later the Nall, and David Hull.
Louisville 32, Bowling ()ream and 1955 to fill knit the unexpired robberies in the Paducah-May- emphasize the value of pure serious Mr. Overbey had just
trouble was discovered: The lifeSecond Class Seouts: John Pa4Lexington 31, Paducah 37, Cov- term. In the May, 1957 primary field area but denied participa- breeding, and to foster a warmer returned from a trip and had mained in the station despite
a threat that the torrent would less body of the devil-may-care co, Jr
ington 29. London 22 and Hop- election Judge Lovett is seeking tion in weekend robberies of a relationship between dogs in their complained of being tired the
break in and sweep them into mouse lay wedged between two
Guests at the Court of Honor
nomination and election for the filling station and liquor store owners
kinsville 33.
day before, and suffered the the crocodile-infested pool below electrical contacts breaking the from Troop 45 were D.
L. Divelat Evansville, Ind.
six year telin.
Evansville, Ind., 32.
Everyone is Ailed to attend. attack early this morning.
switch circuit.
the falls.
biss and Gail Cordrey.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES NCAA Tournament Teams
Drill For Final Action
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Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, arid The
ileum-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January
11, 1942
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Frick, Others
flare To

KROGER FARM FRESH WHOLE

SPARE RIBS ... Lb. 49c

Rig{ LIVERS . Lb. 25c

FIGS FEET

Lb

•

3Du.

Here's the
that sews everything-has everything. including the famous Pfaff Dial-A-Stitch! You
just dial to buttonhole, monogram, do any one of thousands of exquisite embroidery stitches! You just dial
to overcast a seam, blind-hem•a skirt, mend rips, sew
on buttons!
See this fabulous new liffiff Automatic Portable
today! Take advantage of our Special introductory offer
-and find out how easy real automatic sewing is!

WE'LL PATCH
BLUE JEANS FREE!

e

SNAc-GUT
• SEWING SUMCE!

IOW

1

se.r.

on your
oil. machine

Brmdr in a niir
with worn-out
see'
knees
how easy it is
to apply "FancyDan" patches
with Pfaff "StifleOn" Ann' grnaU
fry love 'em')

_

FRESH RED RIPE

TUBE

•

LB.

15

FLEECE TOILET TISSUE
4 ROLLS 35c
Cup 0 Cheer Vac. Pac Coffee lb. 79c
GRANNY FROZEN PIES Chict;::*ef 4 For 89c
64
KROGER TEA BAGS PR1tETUNSTITFYRGic
I
COUNT
49c
EXCELLENT FOR BREAKFASTS AND DIETS

You
'
ll want to see

ROYALTY

PINEAPPLE
VEGETABLE SOUP •
Blackeye Peas 16 oz.
can

DICED

a -free

demonstration and use
this miracle

portable.

For only a few

3

PRUNE PLUMS 2N:A.p:s-239C

dollars

a month this portable.
can be.yours to sew for

•

NO. VI
CAPE

I
'

NO.1
CAN

300

spring and summer. Slip

SPA
BNL
GHETTI

CAN

covers, draperies, cotton
skirts and

Joan of Arc Refreshing Full-Bodied

d r es ses

AL

everything!

— SEE IT

NOW —

Easy Terms

TOMATO JUICE
Mon. thru Thurs.
8:00 to 6:00

Lassiter

rri. and

Benton Road

SPICE CAKE
E5ch29c
CER
iRi NIWE CRACKERS
25c

Sat.

SPECIAL FORMULA

$:00 to 8:00

CLOTH SHOP

6-0Z.
CAN

OLD SOUTHERN SPICY

STORE HOURS

AT

' RICH IN
VITAMINS

DIET BREAD

STORE HOURS
WE RESERVE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Koops Galeria'
Down -Leaf

25c

EMBASSY JELLY 19„-

SEED
POTATOES
100.1b. Bag —
$269

APPLE BLX. RASPBERRY—GRAPE—APPLE

Phone 17i3-1

CERTIFIED RED

29c

•
•
.

- .•-••••41110
_ .•1••••••=17.1
.
:4-.••••••,.
,
.
.•

:11.1••••••••16
7.•
,

-•••

•

12c

F*r

SEWING
Suy now-itst t11-1,
smart luiagog•
tarrying caw too, Its
sturdy, good-lookingperfect for aweak-and
traveling cavil

*When "St de-On" Armls -use, just riYess• this Seoo
Sewing Surfet• and you has*
full silo working areal

NECK BONES .. Lb. 10c

Grapefruit 3 29c TOMATOES 19c
LOU
nsiiNt4S
4 Lk* 39c JUST ARRIVED! ROSE BUSHES!

FOR

"SLIDE ON" ARM

l

LEAN MEATY

LARGE JUICY DUNCAN

Just in Time

new

2-Adt-oe-et-/sed

Breaded Shrimp ii°41 55c

ORANGES

axduslvs

•

Fish Sticks Tk°91 33c

JUICY, MEATY NEW VALENCIA

FREE!,
rryint'

'

FOR QUICK TASTY MEALS

—Try These Tasty Pork Variety Meats—

JUST DIAL FOR STYLE

••••oo•O•1

1P' :7 19c
lb 39c

•

KROGER TASTY

MARGARINE

SO AUTOMATIC YOU

Vide ft• •Is•••••
se PI kets to

•

Chief Brand - Spreads Smooth, Sweet Fresh Flavor

NEW pEAEr
AUTOMATIC
LIGHTWEIGHT
r PORTABLE

..........,
‹....-----• -.

.•

FOR MEALS, SNACKS,
AND PARTY TREAT

FRESH MEATY

-.3

•• "ovset
,
•••11
logs ••., •

Thick Sliced—
Heavy Hickory Smoked

SLI
PACKERS CED BACON
GIiT OLOGNA

eAdAgete&skfik- siemy kr/irk

11.•••1

2§

Lb.

ij4z
71's

•

CHICKENS THAT ARE
MORE TENDER
BECAUSE THEY'RE
YOUNG. _CLEAN AND
READY TO FRYI

KROGER KWICK KRISP

1

o',res
VI-40
to *orb, -•• •••
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SHOP KROGER AND , GET
TOP 1111.11-E STAMPS
FOR TOP VALUE GIFTS!

10 Years Ago This Week
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.
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iratt4HAS CITY. Mo. t - All
four Attains in e'riday 'Light's
sensi-finals of the NCAA tournament .drilled today at the scene
of action, with the coaches of
favored North Carolina and KanNATIONAL
REPRESE.NTATIVIS: _WALLACE WITMER CO., 13611
sas issuing advice to their rivals.
Monroe. Memphis. Tenn..: SIG Park Ave. New York, 307 N. Michigan
North Carolina (30-U) is favAve. Chicago, 80 Bolyston St., Bosom.
ored over Michigan State (164)
.
Mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, lor transmission
in the battle for the eastern
_
WASILINGli.01 Si;,The
--*
Second. Class islaiu-r
8-341 p.m.. £S
..man of the House Judiciary (23-2) is picked vaed
deluding
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per we
Mc, per Committe sail* today he is now -Champ San Francisco
(21-6) for
Moo& Mc. In Calloway sod adjolninAL__counties. per ItsMAZ41);_t
ieClInLILlo
weeeers--erowft-at AO:WWhere. 15-50.
on pending basebal bills and EST.
summon Commissioner Ford
But Coaches Frank McGuire
THURSDAY — MARCH 21, 1957
Frick. club owners and players :of North Carolina and Dick
to testify.
Harp of Kansas were busily
Rep. Emanuel Cellar t D-NY), sending out rays of hope for
author of a bill to bring baseball their foes.
under the anti-trust laws, hith"I think other teams might
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
erto had indicated bearings would have a better chance of beating
not be necessary because his us if they wo‘ild relax," said
A new bakery operated by James Ward and Brent committee
previously has
McGuire. "Their coaches are so
Outland will open in Murray on Monday. March 24. The into the matter extensively.gone tense when they face us that
two bakers, formerly employed at the Blue Bird Cafe
Cellar disclosed his change of their players 'are not at their
,will occupy the building used by Jim's Pastry Short heart after hearing
from the best."
directly behind Wallis Drug.
Harp, on the other hart, feels
United Press thau Frick has inEach Girl Scout has seven tickets that she is pledged vited the 16 big league club that San Francisco. "A great
;to sell to see the Variety Show that is dated to be ,given owners and the presidents of defensive team with ' a great
!March 28 and '29 in the High Schciol auditorium. Mrs. the American, National and mi- coach in Phil Woolpert, has all
George Williams, president of the local auxiliary, and nor leagues to meet at Beilair, the ingredients needed to beat
:Mrs. A. B. Austin, chairman of the Murray Scout Associ- Fla.. Friday to determine bier- us."
ation. urges the puli.lic.-aiwiooperate wit.1-,the two organi- ball policy on pending baseball , What's needed to beat Kansas. L.
legislation. •
of . Course, is Some way ot stoppzations in buying.
- Two top-ranking Republicans* ing All - American Wilt ti he
Harry Sledd, chairman of the Happy Valley District on
Celler's
— Reps. Stilt) Chamberlain, the sevenof the Boy Scouts of America, has requested that all Kenneth B.committee
Keating of New foot sophomore who averages
t'workers in the recent scout drive who have not reported York and Patrick J. Hillings of almost 30 points per game. grabs
j,to him do so as soon as possible in order that final re- California — 'promptly endorsed rebounds, and bats away t.psults of the campaign can be known.
the iaea of hearings. In fact ponts' shots. Coach Woolpert says
Mrs. W. J. Mecoy is spending several Weeks with her the urged extensive hearings.
he's decided from watching mov•
Keating is drafting a - **bill ies of Chamberlain that he's Just
laughter. Mrs. Tenton and family in Washington, D.C.
Misses Reba - Jo Cathey and Bonnie Kingins went 'to of.. rights" that would exempt "unstoppable."
-7—Memphis. last week-end to attend Maurice Evan's pro- all 'sports from the anti-trust "Maybe we'll play ill five
laws -but establish a (side of men against -him."' Woolpert
duction of Shakesphere's "-Hamlet".
fair procedures — with the force ed. "And mayve we'll just ignore
of law — for dealings between him and concentrate on the other
management and players.
four •players."
Hillings, leader in Congress of
McGuire received a •full scouta move to bring big league ing report on Michigan State
baseball to the West Coast, is When he arriveh and said he
author of a bill similar to Cel- expects a mighty tough game
lar's.
because -I know the Big Ten
Also pending in the House is and its teams are all toughs"
a bill by Rep. Oren Harris
Coach ForillIV - Anderson
_to Alive _football. basket- Mirrogqu State chan:r .show
ball and hockey the same exemp- of the .tenseness McGuire spoke
tion from anti-trust laws not of, but he observed, "Someone's
enjoyed by baseball.
going to snap North Carolina's
Their bills were introduced winning streak and it might just
after the Supreme Court ruled as well be us."
last month that football is subject
Above. Fred MacMurray and Janice Rule in a scene
to anti-trust laws.
George Bartisch is. called the
from "GUN FOR A COWARD," with Chill Wills
Celler said he has not decided father of modern orhthalmology.
and Jeffrey Hunter. This big western is playing ayet when hearings will be held. He lied in the 16th century and
long as a double feature with "FAST AND FURIBut next menth appeared a likely wrote what is believed to be taw
OUS," at the Varsity Theatre ,Friday and SaLUOiliy. 1 possibility
first textbook on the subject.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the
Editor.
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not ler the best
Interest of our readers.
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Democrats
Admit Election
No Shoo-In

11

II
19c
55`
19c
2c

•

Mernbee• of the Kentucky Seed
Improvement Association meet at
seven locations in the state within the next three weeks to
discuss new seed-crop tievelopmeats.
The sessions are' more ..or less
"district" sessions, says B. W.
By RAYMOND LAHR
Fortenbery, manager of the KSIA.
United Press Staff Correspondent
Changes in certification requireWASHINGTON
_The.
AL Kentucky rrope.,.u.thez
Democratic National Committee
phases of the certification proCO is circulating a 1956 election
au- gram, and promotion of Ken_Lops.y.—eatesi-letest•----Nr--settre---at
ucky certifia seer will be
Democrats who think their can- discussed.
Weed control will be
didates should be shoo-ins
in covered by J. F. Freeman, UK
future elections.
,
Experiment Station weed speThis document is one symptom cialist. All sessions open at 10
of the soul-searching now
going a.m. central time.
on among both Republicans
The meeting schedule a n d ,
and
Democrats about how to ap- cot:dines involved in each "disproach elections in which the trict" session:
name of Dwight D. Eisenhower
Lexington, Friday, March I:
Bourbon, Boyd, Boyle, Bracken,
• will not appear on the ballot.
Democratie National Chairman Clark, Estill, Fayette, Fleming,
Paul M. Butler told Baltimore Franklin, Garrard. Grant, GreenDemocrats last weekend that up, Harrison, Jessamine, Letcher,
their party cannot assume it selll Lincoln, Madison, Menifee, Merwin in 1960 just becausa.414r. Ei- cer, Montgomery, Nicholas, Rowsenhower, will not be a candidate. an and Woodford counties. Site:
• -"The-sarne warning was contain- Room 128, Student Union Build- I
ed in Democratic Sen. John F. ing. UK campus.
Kennedy's I. ife :magazine article, . Henderson, Tuesday, March 5: ,
in which The Massachusetts sena- Breckinridge, Crittenden, Hantor said the Democrats need new cock. Henderson, McLean, Union
ideas and new faces.
and Webster counties. Site: Firm
Bureau building.
Can't Project Popularity
6
Mayfield, Wednesday, March 6:
On the other side. of the political fence. Sen. George D. Aiken Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Ful(R-Vt.1 said in" a New York ton, Graves, Hickman, McCrackspeech Tuesday that the GOP en. Site: County agent's assembly
must remember it is "a Republi- loom, courthouse.
Hopkinsville, Thursday, March
can Party, not an Eisenhower
7: Caldwell, Christian, Hopkins,
Party."
Aiken said Mr. Eisenhower was Livingston, Todd and Trigg. Site:
elected -because-of personal want- Warm Bureau _building
Bowling Green, Friday, March
%) tartly and faith among the voters
that he could best provide lead- 8: Allen. Barren. Grayson. Logan,
ership for peace. But Aiken ad- Monroe, Simpson, Taylor, Warded Mr. Eisenhower could not ren. Site: Farrell's restaurant, old
translate that populaiity into Russellville road.
victory for other Republican canSomerset, Thursday. March 14:
didates.
Adair. Casey, Clinton. Knox, McThe Vermont senator suggestCreary, Laurel, Pulaski. Rocked his party needs better public
castle, Russell. Wayne. Site: REA
oelations and a generally.sraarter
auditorium on old Highway US
operation at national, state and
27.
.
.
local levels. —
Louisville. Friday, March 15:
Plan Regional Meetings
Boone, Jefferson, Hardin, Larue.
The GOP, national organization
Marion. Meade, Nelson, Oldham.
decided this week to hold regionShelby, Trimble. Site: Pryors
conference
al
s this spring to seek
restaurant, St. Matthews.
out -grass roots opinions On po•
•
litical issues." This program was
congression
al cam1958
the
for
intended to provide an early start
paign in which the GOP currently is conceded only a longshot chance to win control of

A Dutch Treat •.
GAtiot,'>< CBOiAAISMEER

•

1

15c
C
19c
19c

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
KENTUCKY. .
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SEEDSMEN SCHEDULE
COMING SPRING MEETS

louse and Senate.•

a
•

Si

4

As our way of showing our appreciation for the
Spring Sale, we are going to continue these itemshuge success of our
plus new merchandisekat unheard of Savings.

LADIES BLOUSES
(Values to $1.98)

head of

$2.98

-LADIES 1120f-c- NYLON FULL

Printed - 'Dresses,
Solid Color Linen
Duster
Sizes 2 to 6x - 7 to 14
(values to $4.98)

Girls Panties
4 pairs $1160

OUR REG. 51 Gauge
59c - 2 pr. $1.00
NEW SEAMLESS 51 Gauge 69c 2 pr. Si
MIRACLE STRETCHIES 79c -2 pr. $1.50

$398
CHILDRENS

COATS

— Regularly 35c —
NYLON or COTTON
to 14

From

GIRLS BABY DOLL

$598

All the latest Spring Materials
Sizes 1-3, 3-6, 7-14

PAJAMAS
79c

GIRLS EASTER

Values
to $1.49

D
$198 to $398

COTTON PLISSA
Sizes 4 to 16

MADE

1,?,
2

FROM

Alitr."-1311111111r.1.111ET!r1111111=11111111

„ LADIES HALF SLIPS, val to 1.98
Large selection of styles in nylon, cotton, tricot
fabrics. All have nylon trim and embroideries !
plus shadow panels.
Sizes S - M - L to XXXL

LOVELY
SHADES

98c

LADIES

All leading materials
Jrs., Misses, Half-sizes $
$12.98 Values

SPRING SUITS

98

SPORT SHIRTS $1.79:
MENS - Long Sleeves - Sizes S-M-L-XL

NYLON AND COTTON

Lovely Array of Colors — All Sizes

BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS
NOW $1.00
Values tto $1.98

3ust
Wiiat
ETON CAPS - - - $1.00
3
Long Sleeves

LEWISTON. Me.
Two
buthdrIgs were set nn fire -telthfie
two weeks here when the sun's
rays'shone through two different
jugs of water igniting the sides
of the structures.
- —

Slim or swing, nite or day, these skirts
of sanforized cotton lead the way. Large
selection. All patterns and colors, all
sizes.

ENSEMBLE

— Reg. $2.98 —

MEN'S SPRING JACKETS
$598

Values to $8.98 - Sizes 38 to 46
Regular Style and Reversible&

MENS

Spring Colors

BRIEFS and UNDERSHIRTS

Sanforized - Sizes 6 to 16

Gabardine or Linen

Gardener Avoids Worry
Knowing Seed Timetable

4

Juniors - Misses - Half-Sizes

Dress and Duster

HATS $198

HOT WATER

Like most of gardening's frusWhen a flower has large seed
_ trations, impatience over slaw- and colorful blossoms, it
is bound
sprouting seeds usually disap- to be widely grown and popular.,
pears as the gardener acquires being easy to grow. Marigolds
more knov,•hovv.
and zinnias, which share with
Flower seeds have a wide time petunias the popularity prize,
range in germination, and the are fast growing and have large
gardener who looks for a slow' seeds. Petunias, however,
are
germinating seed to show some an exception to the rule among
activity a week after it is planted highly popular flowers and have
is doomed to disappointment and small seeds, can take up
- needle si fear- that "something days to germinate and areto 12
selis wrong."
dom sown directly in the garden.
When the new gardener decides
Ten day germinators, include
his seeds are lifeless because
they haven't sprouted he is apt acroclinum, pimpernell, anchusa,
to abandon them. Then, when snapdragons, asters, balsam, brathey do appear above ground chycome. calendula, carnation,
and are in need of immediate cerastium. cleome. cosmidurn,
attention, they have been forgot- dimorphotheca, Caliiiirnia poppy,
gypsophila, lobelia, lupin, nigelten and go unnoticed.
To avoid this needless waste, la, pansy, poppy, portulaca, scaIt is advisable to know the ger- biosa, tithonia.
mination tables of all flowers
In the 15 to 20 day varieties,
planted. For example, here are we find begonia, datura,
annual'
some flov•ers_which should ger- larkspur, godetia, impatiens. ko'inmate within live days:
chi* primula, salvia, salpiglosAgeratum, arnararithus, anthe- SIS, weet peas. Of these,
larkrnis,'candytuft, cardinal climber, spur and salpiglossis
seldom
centaurea, chirkia, calliopsis. thrive when transplanted and
- cosmos, cynoglossum, dahlias; should be sown directly in the
annual pinks, heleniums, hell. garden. In the case of
flowers
chrysum, annual - mallow, mari- sown in this manner, the
gargold, mignonette, fOur-o-clocks. dener should exercise great care
Virginia stocks, viscarla and zin- that the seed bed is not ,disnia.
trubed before the sprouts appear,

$1298

GIRLS

NO HELP

IN HOLLAND, the world's flower
garden, it is customary to welcome friends with a bouquet at
the end of•journey. At Sehipol,
national airport of the Netherlands, it is rather easy to follow
the custorn:All -you'have to do is
Ao drop two or throe guilders in
a vending machine end out
will come a perfeetly fresh, pretty arid fragrant Dutch bouquet.

C9MPLE I ELY LINED
*Reg. $14.98
All Sizes

GIRLS SPRING

—
SAGINAW Mich.
When Linda Wessell 13, said she
didn't know how to back the
car out of her driveway, a friend,
James James, 14, volunteered to
show her how. He lost control
of the car, drove over a curb
Into a tree, got ticketed for
driving without a license, Linda
suffered a bump on the head.

both figure an fabrienwi,rful.
Your choice of many new spring patterns and
colors.

DUSTERS

The exclusive braids, velvet ribbons, add
additional charm and beautg to the styles.
All shades.

2

$398 To $698
The dresses are

LADIES

the list

Sizes

gac

LADIES EASTER DRESSES

Blouses for Dress or Play, made from
sanforized cotton. Choice---ofi either
sleeveless or short sleeves. Sizes 32
to 38.

at the

•

The Democratic study, based
on the 1956 vote, draws no line
between,the party's bright prospects in 1958 and the greater
uncertainties to be faced in the
1960 'Presidential election.
It notes the Democratic congressional victory in 1956- has
been interpreted as a sign of
superior "basic party strength."
But it warns of signs the party
Is losing strength.
The current soul-searching indicates neither party is taking
much ta- granted in preparing
for 1958 and 1960.
Kennedy's 'and Aikents prescriptions probably will be followed by many other proposals
for remodeling the two parties
for the political contests ahead.

PAGE_ THREW

—

vita*

fo;isitig t4leteloor

OXFORDS 2 Pairs $500
Moccasin or Plain Toe

Sizes 9 to 3

CHILDRENS SHOES

values to $2.98

OXFORDS or STRAPS

•

BOY'S STRETCH SOX

3

One size fits every foot.
All nylon. Solids or
patterns.

*)

Pairs $0
11:11
CP..)

Reg. $1.49 Value
Short sleeves
Sanforized
Sizes 6 to 16

prst

2;sl

•

Boys Ivy League SLACKS

Values to $2.98
Tapered Legs
Belted Backs

COTTON BED SPREADS

MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
WASH CLOTHS

3

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

BOYS - Values to $3.88

Sizes 5 to 8, 8 to 12
12 1 2 to 3

Values to 39c
Soft Combed Cotton
All Sizes

';$1.49

Reg. $1.49 - Double
Stitched -.Sizes 14 to 18

$1.00

NSOLIDATED STORES INC..

Reg. 10c
Sc I C
LIMIT 5 TO A
-CUSTOMER
CORNER OF 4th & MAPLE STREETS

*

#1.

1.98

PHONE 1925

PILLOW CASES
eg 49c

4 for $1.00

•
•
'
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I Benefit Bridge To
Ac
tivity.,
Ntewa
• BelIeld, By The
• iZeta - Department

•••••••,40

1

Women's.- Pugo7.

eultk

Circle IV Of WSCS',
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. J. B. Farris

:taw Ze:a Department uf the
Mrs, J. B. Farris opened her
Murray IA'onian's Club will hate
of-itt $-)
home vn Poplar ,Street for -the
Vti cillEing
Lomb'•a bet'fati; bridge
at the club house; intaating 'al Circle IV
of the Wo•,
on Thursday. March 28, at eight man's
•••••••••••••"-+Society of Christian Servao'clock in the evening.
ice of the First Methodist Church
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey is chair- held
on Tuesday, March 19, at
man of the ticket committee for tv.-o-thi
rty o'clock in the afterthe party for the general public, noon.
Tickets may be puirehaseci from
The devotion on the theme.
Mrs. Clcatus Cagle wait •corn- i •••
4444,
n.e ir!
Of the any member of the department. "Identification' With People", was
__a ,fai,,e,egam.,.,,,,l____
Charles
Mrs.
Thurchat, march a,
Clark.
Vs
Fo.,,iulluall
.
3,__
S
144=
chairm
an of iven by Mrs, Burnett Water11_22
L4.sa.uiMiiy 4.
40 5511..Y_
Tha; Home Department of the II The WSCS of the First Metho- cue ...awls..
the -department, said anyone - may field.
shower held at the herna of Mia's
utt Dd4o
11411.al 111e.
Mrs. George Gatlin read
Janet Jetton on West Main Street Murray Woman's Club will. have.4aiist Church will have its second to .ilc 11.44e US data. L. a. zsCitusey bring their own foursome, to the song "Arneri
ea the Beautiful."
on Thursday evening. March Ia. •• es annual _luncheon at the club , ,issi-n . I the Bible stuay at the 04,4 .14: lidhCa LiU44.1 Ull 1 1.4.1*1/45, play with for the evening. There ! Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop gave a
h•!.
.
.:A-at
ta•elye:hirty
will
o'clock..
be prizes and refreshments, most interesting
The honoree who is thelormer
)_, ,eial hall at two-thirLy o'clock_ ....as C11 15, ,lat 1,1* u octueli in. cue
and informative
,
For
re....T\
x.oL.s
call
The hostesses will be Mesdames
Mrs. 0. C.1 In. trne!,,cry will be open.
Miss Mary Martha Street, daugh•AA 44...•00.4.414.
.
, account of her trip to the West
.1'ells
'..
.
r
Mr,.
1
B. C. Harris.
• ,• •
Glenn Hodges, Max Beale, Wil- Indies. ,Mrs.
ter of Mrs. Hilda Street. wore fer ,
S acts. L....11W 1
pruifirEAM
Waldrop made the
latim-Sarkasses---M.---Lassiterz-t-triff-Wifb-he
113. criarge or - --ale
ers ... luau,
finasband and mother.
Mired
Lindsey
frock trimmed with pearls ana
.
C
stitlh vtill meet vvith Mrs. Cecil
Cecil
Farris, ;
1.s.C...,C1.101:4
al %/4•1
they visited her brother.
I. 11 C
_11rs.
Butord Hurt; W .H. Solomon,' The
rinestonea. Her corsage was.
evens at one o'clock. • - uu,0 /ea J1d/
/11/1i. .1. .
r
vice-chairman. Mrs. WaLon
Maurice
•• • •
Ryan,
pink carnations, _gift el the h‘.*C.
W.
Kemper, terlieid, presided at the -meeting.
.1
.. gace use 1.1C%‘11,1011 won scispkure
A. J. Kipp, Joe Baker iLittleton, Each member
basses.
Mrs George ii.'.1.2.:,11 •.ill t*
Saturday, March 23 '
Cilt/114S 11'1.111
1: i - • a, 11
answered the roll
and
Miss
Louise
Lamb.
The Alpha Department of the ......14.4
, us charge of ale sec,ald session
1.1.11. 4.0, ktainpotans 2.1a!call with a Bible verse. TwentyServing as hostesses for the ' ,
•
•
•
•
i the Bito!e
five visits to the sick were rebeing held by Murray- Wan:tabs Club will meet 10. and
Peter 1.1-0, 10.-.:1
bridal event were Miss Jetton. • ,.„, w.„,alt.da•
,...
:, c.f. chf,,_ .; the club !rouse at two-thirty •
ss ben Jhe ltAl al pia)er.
by the members of the
Mias Rozene Dowdy. Miss Nancy :
• ,..t, Silva-. af the .1::r- 7 Meth Ails! ''ci '`.4
e1.4, ....0 it
circle.
AO. en
'
Spann. Miss Margaret Tarry, and
••••
, Ctik.reit on Friday. Mar....h 22,. at
you... v.iia use article
Mrs. Farris and Mrs. L u 1 a
uy
Miss Betty Bondurant.
I ta-e-thirty o'clock in the afterMonday, March .25
am//S.
Carraway, hostesses, served ,reJ.4.3u411.C.al.
cn,,c,„ ii, Ihe sc,,,,,a half of ,:,.c, • rite Woman'
s Missionary So- tunny 1S
ett...tair- was
The Alice Waters Circle of the freshments to the thirteen perlovely gifts for the guests to x Ica.. I .c., ‘
uiscuss...-u -0,y All's. i-tai. t'ariey. Woman's SocielY of
. .
Christiln sons present.
.
Games were directed' by t h e. '
f(4- the 'th.rd _•):....irch will have an enlistment "iaive Dues t n e impossune Service of the First Methodist
"
. se,,l n ta -Le
hostesses. •
on Frldav. °a 1„•aei at the church at seven tabougn Lonxi Win _Centers ' and Church held its monthly meeting
LOADED!-TWO WAYS
Ail women .4 the church ' vs uaiaan in use W oral' were at the Murray
Electric building
Refreshments were served
1In n.,rnin.:,
f'aa.zet.
S 1,, attend.
PENSACOLA, Fla. hh -PentisC social ilat, •
given uy liars. J. 0. tieeves anti on Monday. March 18. at
sewnfet style from the bea.:
h
eriurch v.-Li or Mar.•.r.
sacola police arrested a man
airs. to erect P1,111111)' rezpveuAci.). thirty o'clock in 'the
evening.
appointed table overlaid weh---a--Monday. March 25
sue progi*111 1..a1.011 111.111 JO
Mrs.
Bryan
Overcast gave the on a public drunk charge in
White linen cloth and centerku
the L,e
hc A.AUW- Book Broup will C141,1111C11/1/S U11 itateretees and 41.Y- devotion by
reading -the twenty- a bar and were amazed when
with a gorgeous arrangement al
b,„
rnce; at :the home of Mrs.- Mae vai Airs. -A. es. A./WW1.
to /CU /11 fourth chapter of Psislins and they searched him and found
bronze chrysanthemums.
c.c.c„
11809 *bat 'Main. at ii.leC1111 pia,ef /Ur 111C 111LS•10/1- also an article, "The
he had $11,200 in cash in hi,
Earth Is
Thirty-five _persons were
r
n-thirt,o•clack,
••
•11-leS. Airs. neevta
the Lord's" by Bishop Gerald pocket.- V. Allen . Williams, a
/he
•ciusillg
. ant Or sent gifts. 7 * ••
fish market operator, had no
peityer.
_
The :Pro:emus
Hememakers
stetreshrrients were served by K
..Tnn
heedYc.ha-irn7san of the circle, trouble . posting bond on the
Club will. Meet with Mrs. Bill Mrs. siausey wile as vice-cha
charge. it
-lice
ir- Mrs. Richavd Tuck, presided at '
• said.
• Mora-jack at one-thirty o'clock.
111L11 clibs)
Led the nusuiess the meeting. Mrs. Jerry Henry
•. 4, • •
bt1z,1
read the minutes.
Merray Assembly No. 19 Or• • 4 0
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eleatus Cagle Honored At Shower
At Jetton 'Home ,

Mrs. C. J. Bradley
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Taylor.
Lynn Grove
The roll was called by Dan
News
McDaniel. The members answerThe- Lynn Grove Junior 4-H
znet March •7, ,a957 in .the six
grade room at Lynn Grove High
School.
The meeting was called to order by the president, David Waldrop. The pledges of the flags
vt-ere lead by Sandra Wilson and
Stevie Story,
The Bible was read by Della

•

Julius Caesar imported the
first giraffe to Europe in,48 B.C.

-LAST TIMES TONIGHT-

Kimball To Be
eader For Study

Mrs. Richard Tuck
Presides At Meet
Of Circle Monday

Kt by Saying whether their,prpect was started.
Mrs. Wrather told the club
what we could give demonstrations on Rally Day-.
he meeting was adjourned at
ll30.
Reporter: Judy Dalton

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

DOUBLE FEATURE!
•
Fred MacMORRAY Jefireg HUNS
Janice Rid Chill VIIILS
Dean STOCKWill

tported

hola

•
ALSO

DANCERS HAVE A KICK COMING

SYKES - RUTLAND

Personels•

t

!he
Baptist
•ik. r. will na•• • ar en'ostfrerit
•.•
cnor,.h. n NIen•
seven ,*c..,ek :
1:

•

SCEDLESS FLORIDA

•• •

dnu Airs. irdne.
ol /s/Utriz% lue likt/U6e
in.
vt• a
aaince rtaa. weianing
1•41.1.:
.....atiay...tiaicn it, a.
est...41).1.41.

Nix Hart
0116: an(laughter,
bey en
un
tne

•rr,
"
.1111CALUP141 VPIAT "OCCARS" have been awardad far every
rr achievement e
•
• g. four Radio City Alu.stc H -.1;
•
decide they I-.te.e 3
t-aaing as they
- •
• - or se.th (-Ur
Russell Markert in New York. He is sic'
,
•:en
"the Hollywood Academy of Mc,tion Ptcttir
#inclusion of choreegrat,:hy in aenual pr..

.:t 'f B
.n Mark

ONE-THIRD OF GALS OVER 14 IN LABOR
FORCE
war

4.

rrice Tag
-Hits" Score

Tall

a IF
I
t

l'ar-T•Pak

.1b ,-Clevelai.
:ireoaller Herb he
,:ay fau,nd _the $1-millica,
11...1ut tor htm by the B, '
itial Sox as aut.:A.11 to
..•• aria body else.
I guess 1111 no judge
he said w hen he few.
-Bat I'd
payer Ls A ,rth a
.
,Idrs."
S:
also,. was at-iced if
I.
I - AA,
n._av thought he made a •
in signing tor atS0,00.1
vt use ern itre,u, pr.ce
, •
; "No.' he replied. vl
,
Ina-tana were
the

Qt. 30c

Rio - with Chicory

COFFEE

Lb. Bag

,SUGAR CURED

59C

2 to 4 Lb. Pieces

La y..rs

_

A C0
•B
Calloway
SORGHUM

39C

Qt

75C

It.''.

pi
.:0

1

. 1-

rf1.

t

.

ce.4!
TTFf-ic
,
. ..1.44
• • Va

.
'

v•-r

-

01

I• 1.
-;
j.•

•

FOR

PIES

25c
4-1b. Avg.

TENDERIZED - SUGAR CURED

BEEF
JOWLS HITE SALT

Lb. 22
c

PORK STEAKLEAN

Lb.

SIDE PORK

Lb. 38c

Lb.

58c

LBS 79c
Can

35

A FLOAT bearing the me- ara
"If Hungary Dies-the UN
1,towel:lily a rowboat In
I; t
.Pi•.•er, New York, with the
United Nations•nuild;ng in the
background. i<mbrorai Salmjni.
and John Stevens, -Edgewater,
. buitt the float to mike p.N.
ies aware of their soi.tis
on behalf of the Hunpeople. (ljt
ional)
I a

35C

38c

•

Tuckers

FLAT
c
AN

-f

minr"v.,4
'• - r v
ry.
be a, •. ,f

APPLES

STA
RE
NAKED

PURE PORK - Our Own Make

Age
CHEDDAR

PIZZA

CHEESE

CRACKERS

i!I)

.4,1400!

25icb
Medium

flaror aiff

worn-

ork
ef..ry ystfr.'

10
c

11-or. Box

32c

c
58 lb.

•

GARDEN

SEED

- 5-LB. BAG -

;1

•

Pure

VIGORO
FOR ROSES

1, • 7!a1

CORN

DOUBLE 'IQ" PINK

,gt4,

Ilse Of

STYLE
CREA
M

35 PICNICS 29% •

SUCED
RINDLESS

SALMON

rim.n

With Lemon 29c

Biscurrs loc SAUSAGE

Tno of es it fit e mothers with
school children are in labor force.

•

lb

GLADIOLA

aa'onien put in more than aaus- fourth of "iflarbhaurv" narked.

FOR

Corn Starch - No. 2 Can

SHORTENING 3

so,r rrnt

5

Mayfield - 303 Can

PICKLES SOUR

Mrs.

Three 'of e.•ry 10 mar.,
ried women hold kart.

80c

Tall Bottle

APRICOT::::=0NTE

nt

DOZ

29c

Frigid Dough - Cherry, Apple, Peach

••••••

1

3

3120c EGGS

Stokley's Cut - 303 Can

Doz.

FOR 39FloridC

If Hungary Dies...

Six of efrry 10 %forking,
%omen are married.

LARGE FRESH SELECTED

Grapefruit
AGolden

.

:Ina
Hetel in
th•y
-a art..:
.4anWiles'

411111kmaailliMINIMI.111111.11111.111111
.
11111I

GREEN,BEANS 2
FROZEN PIES
Can
JUICE 25c PRUNE JUICE

: 'I lk

Branilon....Steindorf

..•••••
••••••• 4.•••

S ANN'S MARKET

mist ment Banquet
To Be Held By W.1IS
S"-

PLUMBING CO.

c

IN BULK PKG.

.

SWANN'4 MARKET

PRELL coNcEN"ATE

Shampoo 2 for 79c

208 S.4th ST.

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY
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lied b3 Dan
tiers answerer their.prpid the club
e demonstra.
ad,tourned at

TV Used In
Study Hall
•

dy Dalton
mported the
pe in .46 B.C.
•
DNIGHT-

•
RE!
•

15 BOYS aged 16 to 18 are shown
In a double row alit hearing in Chicag
o, where a coroner's jury
recommended that they be held to the
grand jury in the ball peen hamme
17, a Negro. "This fa a- euld-bl
r slaying of Alvin Palmer, ooded murder," said Prosecutor
Benjamin S. Adamowski in stating
that he would seek death in the
electric chair for all of them. "When
they work in a gang, they
all equally guilty." Wielder
are
of hammer was Joseph Schwartz, 17,
fourth from left. (International)

On Their Own
Now, you might think this is
sort of a "big-brother- is-wa;ching-you" deal. The principal says
no it isn't. The kids are leaf:ling
to be on their own, handle their
own studying without supervision.
About 50 students study in the
room at one time. There are
seven study periods. Since the
TV was installed, no teachers
have been in attendance in the
room during two of those periods. During the other 1 i v e,
teachers are there part time.
Also, under the watchini, cam-

PAGE FIVE
era eye, students may go in and
study before school, during the
latter part of the lunch hour, and
for 45 minutes to half an hoer
after school-without a teacher
present.
The principal, Walter Reiner,
said in a telephone inter.iew
that the study hall deportment
and general study behavior have
been better since the TV was installed "because the students
recognize they can handle themselves."
No Hi-Jinx
There have been no hi-inks,
no pranks. "Nor is there hardly
any concern by our secretaries
about
watching
the
screen,"
Reiner said.
Asked whether there had been
e diminution of day-dreaming
since the TV eye was reit in,

I Reiner said the study habits were
good but that it wasn't the practice to h -ild a rod over daydreamers. "We don't go in to a
student 'arid say, "No you open
a book," he said. "They have to
learn their need to study."
He said he regarded the TV as
a "transitioril step" toward having students take responsibility
for themselves.
"We're in the planning stage
for a new high school,'_ he said.
"The television will. help us find
out whether or not we can set
up, in that high school, lounge
areas where students can go
themselves, without
reporting,
without •a teacher or adult supervision.

'HE DESTRUCTIVE TEPL +ME.
FREE INSPECTION

TERNTES
-Licensed and Insured5an, Kt Iles
Phois. 441

1
iNaylon Rayburn Announce
Read Our Classifieds

Kelley's Pest
Cnntrol

For Re-Election Tolffice 01

COUNTY

ANUS

..

29c

$11 00

IR

•

Z9C

10
c

•

25c

lb. Avg.

1

By DOC QUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 111/ -It's been a
month and a half now since
the
Pearl River, MY., High
School
put its study hall on televis
ion,
and, according to the princip
al,
things are working out ,just
fine.
The study hall students have
a
rather limited audience - two
secretaries in the high school
general office. And they don't
watch the program much.
Just
glance at it once in a while.
The camera is fixed in one po-

sition, to scan the toiling boys
and girls at their desks. It is
connected by a closed circuit
wire to a television receiver
in
the office, where it the secretaries.

c
9Ib

TO THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY:
I shall forever be grateful for having had the
portunity to serve as your County Judge .during opthis
eventful term which ends first Monday in January, 1958,
and I assure you that I sincerely appreciate the courtesy
and friendly consideration extended to me by all of you
who have come into the office on personal or officia
l
matters during my term. Your friendly suggestions,
coun4e1 and advice have made the duties of the office easier
and contributed immeasurably to the accomplishments
and progress .achieved during this term.
Before asking your endorsement for a second term
as your County 'Judge, I feel that I should make an accounting to you of my stewardship. Space will not per-of all the neeompliahments. but the major
achievements during this term are as follows:
I. ROAD AND BRIDGE PROGRAM
Construction
1. AIurray, South 16th Street through Wiswell
to
Harris Grove.
2.-Almo-Shilo to Highway.,No. 94 Road,
3. Kirksey to Backusburg 1aad.
4. New Hope Church through Providence to State
Line Road.
5. Bethel Road (partial - to he completed).
6. Perry Store-Providence Road.
7. Martin Chapel Church to Murray-Wiswell Highway (now under construction). •
Blacktop
Rim:ray-Lyon Grove Road, widened" aid_
faced.
2. Hazel, Crossland e-South Pleasant Grove, Taylor's
Store, Harris_ Gieye.___Lyaua Grove and Browns
-C-rOve Rq,ad.
3. South Pleasant Grove,.Wiswell to Highway No.
94.
4.- Penny Road from. State Highway ,No. 121 to
point north of Penny.
5. Pottertown Road from State Highway NO. 94 to
•
"V" eist of Pottertown.
6. Providence Road from State Highway No. 121 at
New Hope Church through Providence. •
•
7. State Line Road east from Hazel.
8. Johnnie Reed Road from New Concord to Johnnie Reed Store.
9.'South 16th Street Road.
10. College Farm Road.

35c

?
I/2c

/8c

/8c

J

al•
AM

Ib

Poo

79(

•

LAY,,

ICKY

sommesift

11. Resurfacing of road from Stella
through Kirksey
to Marshall County Line.
.12. Numerous streets in "Hazel and
Dexte
stretches by churches, schools and r and short
stores in the
county.
13. Almo Bridge replaced with
concrete structure.
14. Narrow Bridge on Murray-New
way replaced with wide concrete Concord High15. Approximately 50,000 yards of structure.
gravel placed on
various county roads.
Road Machinery
1. Two new patrol road graders
purch
cost of a little over $20,000.00 andased at total
paid for in
cash.
•
2. Three gravel dump trucks purch
ased and paid
for in cash.
3. Kept all other equipment belonging
to the county
in good repair.
L COUNTY PROPERTY:
1. Repaired and re-decorated interior of
courthouse
at a cost of more than $5,000.00,
all paid for in
cash.
2. hepaired and re-decorated buildi
ngs on County
Farm at a cost of a little over $2,500
.00, paid for
in cash.
3. Built new jail in basement of
court
of $9,000.00. (This is not all to house at a cost
be desired in a
jail, but became imperative to move
Jail from
3rd floor of courthouse by reason
of
damag
e being done to Circuit Court Room,
Circuit Court
Clerk's Office and County Court Clerk'
s Office
by water as a result of inmates pullin
g
out
plumbing in jail on ,3rd floor).
4. Re-worked Men's Rest Room
in
Courthouse at a cost of more than basement of
$1,000.00.
5. Installed stoker on furnace in
courthouse.
IH. COURT PROCEDURE:
1. Inaugerated Juvenile Advisory
Jury in trial of
juvenile cases.
IV. FEDERAL SURPLUS COMMODIT
Y DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAM:
We entered into contract with the
Commissioner
of Agriculture of the Commonweal
th of Kentucky providing for the participation of Callo
way County in Distribution of surplus commodities.
The
program is two-fold4irst, to cooperate purpose of this
with the Federal
Agriculture Program by helping to
food processed by the Federal Gover reduce the surplus
to supplement the supply of food fornment, and second,
lies in Calloway County. Through this low income famiprogr
distributed approximately $75,000.00 worth am, we have
of food per
year to low income families in Calloway
Count
y at a cost
of approximately $2500.00 per .year.
V..PUBLICATION OF CLAIMS ORDERED
PAID BY
THE-FISCAL COURT:
Early in the present term, we adopt
ot publishing in a local newspaper havinged the policy
culation in the county all claims agains general cirFund and all claims against the Road andt the General
approved and ordered paid by the Fiscal Bridge Fund
Court each
month immediately after such cjaims
approved and
ordered paid. Then at the end of theare
Fiscal year, we
publish in the same newspaper a summary
of all money
received by the Fiscal Court during the year
and- the
amount paid into the sinking fund for the
retir
the Old Road and Bridge Bond issue, all of whichement of
makes
a complete publication of all the Treasu
rer's
during the Fiscal year. This plan gives each accounts
a complete picture of the money received by yourtaxpayer
Government each Fiscal year and how each tax County
dollar
is spent at the time each tax dollar is ordered
by your Fiscal Court. We believe that every paid out
taxpayer
has the inherent right to see and know just how
dollars his County Government receives each year,many
furthermore, to see and know just hew and for and
what
purpose each tax dollar is spent and this method
of publication gives each taxpayer this opportunity.
VI. FINANCIAL CONDITION".OF YOUR COUN
TY
GOVERNMENT:
Your County government has operated in
black, that is, on a cash basis since the first year of the
this

DGE
term. By co.reful budget planning and rigid budge
trol, we have been able to cary over a surplus t conend of the Fiscal year (June 30) sufficient to at the
all operations until tax collections by the Sherif finance
in September and October. This is someth:ng ne...; inf the
ministration of Calloway County 'Government ior adthe
record discloses that tormer administrations found
essary to borrow money to operate the :_munty it necGovernment during the summer months and,uptil.tax_eoll
ections
started in the late Fall of each year.
Certainly, I would not attempt to claim all the
for the accomplishments of the progressive progr -credit
am detailed above. In these achievements, I have had
operation of the Fiscal Court, all countylbffic the coials. the
State Senators, the State Representative, officials
State Highway Department and numerous citizeof the
•Murray and Calloway County who are intere ns in
good roads and a progressive County Governmentsted in
.
Your County Judge is your chief county office
and is expected to preside over County Court. QUarterlyr
Court, Fiscal Coart and Juvenile Court with
3s,
impartiality and intelligence. In addition, yourfairne
Coufity
Ju-! e is expected to furnish the necessury
ship,
secure the cooperation of everyone in a positileader
on to help
and co-ordinate the efforts of all in the promotion of
needed and progressive programs for the county. Durin
the present term, I have attempted to supply this leadergship to the fallest extent of my training, experience and
ability. The office of County Judge is truly a most
Important office, and in fact, should seelt the man rather
than the man seek the office.
We all take justifiable pride in past accomplishments, but this is not sufficient. we must look to the future and plan new programs. If you endorse my record
and re-elect me to a second term as your County Judge
I shall promote the following Program with all the skill,,
training, experience and ability I possess.
1. Assist in the planning of and promote the construction of certain needed roads in the county and press
for the blacktopping of gravel roach as soon as they
mect standards required for blacktopping, with the ultimate goal of provid!ng every citizen with an all-weather
road, free from mud in the winter time and free from
dust in the summer time, from his home to his county
seat.

•

2. Continue to add to the County Road machinery
and equipment as fast as money for this purpose is available.
3. Keep the county property in a good state of
repair. (The painting of exterior walls of the courthouse
has already been ordered by -.the- Fiscal Court-end will
be done soon.)
4. Continue and enlarge the program of distributing surplus food supplied by the Federal Government
to low income families in the county.
5. Firmly establish the Advisory Juvenile Jury as
a part of the machinery for handling juvenile cases.
6. Continue publication of the Fiscal affairs of
your county government by publishing all ,claims ordered
paid by the Fiscal Court and other important facts and
figures.
7. Keep the financial condition of the county
sound by exercising strict budget control of ill spending
end make sufficient payments into the sinking fund to
retire the old bonded indebtedness of the county within
two
-thug yatuee takai for cofflitY purposes 20e
per hundred dollars of the assessed valuation of property of all taxpayers. In the midst of increases in Federal, State and City taxes, tilts sheulelsertainly he a pleas---iiivinaireleome.move.
If you endorse my record during the present term,
and if you anprove the program above suggested, then
Vearnestly urge that you supnort
re-election.
I shall discus.s further with you my record during
the present term and my proposed program. in the event
of my re-election between now and, primary election
day, but for the present, I earnestly and sincerely request the vote and influence of each and all of you in
the Democratic Primary election to be held on May 28,
1957.
Sincerely,

WAYLON RAYBURN
f
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they must go into
the subjects at great' grunt,
*growl-. IsTare, blubber. huff
Hard by "Sounds' Of A
,
'nth African HOliaMtead:.
ut On Record .:sied the fascinating "Sounds of
a- South American Rain Forest."
presumably including the beat.
• beat. Vat, and drip, drip, drip.
Sports cars must be particularly ,phonogenic. Or• should it
By DOC QUIGG
hifingemc,Xot set_ such
United Press Staff Correspondent "sounds of Sports Car Races" an,:
NEW YORK 01 —Let us pay the comprehensive "Sports Cars
respectful heed today to the wide. At Rest and at Speed." Then
weird world of sound—and the undet .the ..genjral 'category
packing of same'for sale,
automobile sounds there's a roe' neavens-44-Lilsc41-.441e-thlnff3 orct called -The Sounds of 50
they do_ put on phonograph rec- -j.ears," • which conceivably cotild
c'
oris nowadays! Did you know • be subtitled "Fromm Putt-Putt
that this month there's coming' to Purr" or "From Ahh-(xio-gah
out a r
entitled "Natural to Beep in Bearcat and Jeep."
Childbirth"! Yep. 12-inch documentary of the birth of a baby.
W. C. Fields On Temperance!
with the attending doctor's corn- , "Sex Instruction," a 12 - inch
platter, is listed with no commery
ments thrown in,
Also released this month ,.is a after the title except the word
12-inch 'Morse Code, Instruction" -rier-ratorn(!: Another offering
and a "How To Use Your Tape pea& inertly: "Fields, W.' C
Recorded"—this last title sounds Temperance L.C.'cture." Another:
as if someone is 'trying to cut his 'Sounds, of Europe" including'
own throat in the record bust- maybe even - the Yankee-go-hon),'
sound.
ness.
"Stethoscopic' Records" is ()fBut it's the non-human records that sound enthralling. Take fered in two cgarnmentaries, on,
look at a record. catalygue. English, the other Spanish. Also
"Voices of the Night, Ca4ls lWre's "Seunds of Medicine", deFrogs and Toads" is offered .by scribed as 'offering "Body Sounds:
Cornell University. The same es- Operation." I'm nut certain ex Wined institution also has made - actiy what these disks cover..bu!
of Insects" ceickets. ci-.1 don't think they'd do in a:,
CSongs
album : titled "Sounds . to_Have
cadas.• and grasshoppers. •
.
Lunch by."
• Even A Choo-Choo
It seems to me that we've
Run down ihe list and 'you find
barely — you've got to pardon
the :following „..,"sounds
and farmu; the th.s. if you can find it in your
Animals
- go - heart —• scratched- the surface in
carnival imiclway..merry,
round"); sea animals (two records. _this field_ If I were in it, I'd ofNo. 2. - Ter: *Screams! incTuding
)ilo. 1 Atlantic and
Florida); and steam locomotives and mouse-startled wome r.
— From Down-Hearty,:
(oh, choo choo to you, to.
Frails," "Assorted Whoops" (In' ;an war-, crane-, de-do. an.
L.

Everything
P
These Days

tt•

v a'

Facitic.

--nrammommgmmotimr

'THE
DEUNQUENTS'
Pulls No
Punches
•
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You -could get- --into mediey:,
wi!h.''Sounds of Zounds!" armorclank.- drawbridge - creak. dungyon-shriek. You could even ha:,
':SoUnds of Literature" r- ar.
engine going "pocketa - queet,.
,-James Thurber
a ..w,mar.
Waihiss For Her--Densuin Iwcr
, Sam Colet-iclgei. If you get th,
-demon to howl a bit, it would L.
nice, too. •
Listen. folks. Listen, but tak•
easy. Them decibels'll Vet:.
d-n't watchuut.

PIE

CHERRIES
— 303 CAN —

9

ea

ROSE DALE SOUR or DILL

PICKLES
Cooking Oil 39c Pineapple 10c TUNA
Tomato Catsup 19c Lima Beans 10c
95c
i29c SALMON
GAR

QUART

Quart .... 59c

VELVET

CRUSHED

No. 1 Can

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

PT

DELMONTE

Bottle

BUSH'S ALL GREEN

303 Can

CHEF BOY.ARDEE

ETT I
NSvili)-HAIJIT

GODCHAUX

10-Lb. Bag

BIG BROTHER

Frozen
ORANGE

JUICE
CANS

Can

-

DOUBLE "Q" PINK

LYNN GROVE

DOLLY MADISON

FLOUR

CUT

BEETS

2S-L b. Bag

303 Can

25c sl,59
CINCH

59c

SHORTENING

COFFEE'

79c

3

1.-Lb. Can

SNOWDRIFT

95C

3

C

1

Can

MRS. TUCKER'S
MAXWELL HOUSE

Plain or Self-Rising

PILLSBURY

25c
29c
27c

LB CAN

79c

KREY

FRESH

OVEN-READY

BISCUITS
3

CAKE

Pure

DRESSED

MIXES

LARD

HENS

Yellow - White -

CANS FOR

4-Lb. Ctn.

Chocolate - Spice

249c 69c

25c

39!
WORTHMORE

Sealtest ICE CREAM
1/2

GAL

69c

BACON

NIBLETT

CORN

29c

rAPESWel
FRUITS E. VEGETABLES

RADISHES

BUNCH

NO, 1 RED

RIBS

39

WIENERS
391

011c7Fr.A3stsiste-tro0irs'
Appearing srm
.
0
special talent for detail ...foscinotinj to 3 3
neckline and demure, srghtly puffed sleeves. Your;

dr•ornjr!g.

Katy?, the
go-ftverywhere in.
arsiocrot of cotton. In to many lovely colors,
and ofl wOshoble! Sizes 5 to 15.

5c

17c

SPARE
LETTUCE
HEAD

10-LB. BAG

POTATOES
LEMONS

oc

39c CARROTS
DC

C
lb

FRYERS 3&
HENS .29

BLUE BONNET

shining
sheath...
its crease
resistant

49

HAMS
CUT-UP — PAN READY

Can

MARGARINE

WHOLE or HALF

19c
BUNCH

CARNATION

10c

CORNISH

EACH

S1

ARMOUR STAR

PICNIC HAMS
lb 29c

OPEN

MILK

EACH

Friday

2TALL
CANS

EVENING
Until

29c

8 p.m.

JOHNS
ON
'S
GROCERY flt reab/141t
411=1111111MI

V

S
.

lb

•

•
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•
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Livettock
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Ss per word for ono day, minimum of 17
words for

110t. - Bo per word for three days. Clanolfit
ed ado are payable in advance.

••.

BELOW is scene of "too late"
phone call which was two minutes shy of staying,the execution
of Burton W. Abbott (right), 28,
convicted kidnap-slayer, in the
gas chamber at San Quentin
Prison.San Francisco. Calling on
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight aboard
an aircraft carrier off the Cali-.
fornia coast are: William I Sullivan, State Supreme Court
clerk, and George T. Davis
(right), attorney for Abbott.

condition. Ab
Davis, Cypress Hardware, 12th &
Poplar. Phone WANTED
AT ONCE. Rawle4gh
!Creek Motel Murray, Rt. 5.
1142.
TF -dealer in Calloway
1
County or city
M22P
of Murray. See or write
PIANOS, new and used. Eeiburn
Bill
YOU'T,H
SIZE- BED. Call 573-R
Johnson, Box 352, Russell Springs
Waite, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
' or see at 701 Elm
or write Rawleigh's. Dept.
St.
M22C
Ky.
KycAl2P
1090-711. Freeport, Ill.
1TP
ORNAM
100
ENTAL IRON, cast and
ACRE FARM about 4k2 miles
ge'HIS SPINET Piano fully guarwrought designs, porch columns,
west of Murray on Hwy. This
SIt "finteed, will be transferred localis
ly to responsible party for bal- one of the better farms. A real railings, mail box and light pest,
picnic tables, yard furniture,
buy.
ance on small payments.
etc.
Abc../e, Dorothy Malone and John
Write
••••.,
Credti Mgr., Joplin Piano Co., 2 NICE small farms, close in. Low prices, easy terms, frce es- NICE 4 ROOM
Ireiaini in a scene from "THE
APT. Electric
timates. Mayfield Ornamental
Gaud buys.
Box 784, Paducah, Ky.
7:.sr AND F,RIOUS." which
stove and refrigerator furnished.
M21C
is
ALSO GOOD buys on city prop- 2881 Collect.
A4c Call 1062.
r. iying as a double feature with
M21C
erty and rentals. Galloway Ins. -' a"..;a4 FOR A COWARD," with
YOUNGSTOWN double kitchen
and Real Estate. Ph. 1062. Home SINGER SEWING Machine repsink with double drain board.
:red MacMurray at the Varsity
resentative in Murray. Fcr Sales,
151-M.
SIX ROOM HOUSE, furnace
M23C
Like new. $100. Mrs. Charles
heatre starting tomorrow.
heat
service and repair. Contact Mr.
on
Olive St. Available April 1.
George, Route 2.
M21P 3 HOUSE WINDOWS with three A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
Call 343-W after 5 p.m.
M23C
2250-J.
A16C
FLAT TOP office desk with storm windows and screens. Like
•
chair. Call Joe Lancaster. Phone new. Complete with casing. Two
one-half
"VOLUNTEERS" BUILD DAM
glass
outside
5.
'MONUMENTS
doors.
Sheep 500. Slaughter lambs $1_
M21C
Cheap. Phone 886 or 41.
M23C Murray Marble & Granite Works,
higher. Small lots choice and
LOOK! Childers Aluminum awnbuilders of fine memorials for
prime wooled lambs 25 to 25.50;
E. J. BEALE'S 1956 Chevrolet
ings. Any size and type. Alumiover half century. Porter White:
TOKYO IP - Chinese "volun- choice and prime
summer shorn
sedan. Can be seen at Dublin
num triple track windows. New
Manager. Phone 121.
A22C teers" will contribute 300,000 25.0Qc most good
Motor Co. Contact 0. 0. Dublin
and choice
style. See,it at 18th and Main or
working days to construct an wooled lambs
23 to 24.50; utility
or Thomas Banks.
M21C
are c OM
call 1303. Home Comfort Comirrigation channel and dam in and good 19 to 21.00;
culls 16.00
pany.
North Korea, the. New China down; cull to choice wooled
•-41925P 19121$I 1301
15=r151- 1
1 0Y Roto Tiller,
ewes
News Agency said.
$135 -Scott-Atwater, 1956,--111
5.00 to 8.50.
-RErRIGERATOR, used, good
outboard motor, new $240. Starks 10 BOYS age 11-13 who would like to earn while they learn.
Must be neat, courteous, reliable
Answer tc Yesterday's Pozsis
.1957
and willing to work. Please apply
• Standard Diary
ACROSS
38-As...sties
in
person to James Harmon,
QUO
AP
• Aristocrat Diary
42--Sun sod
Experienced girl wanted for
1-A -siate
Ledger & Times.
4.1-A
Weird
TF
• Cash Account Diary
6-Fewes
t
339
51i11
:
11113
2
7
1
45
Shut
1
1M
Up
B
e
A
:!
:
)eneral office work. Must be
t I --Roam
467-i sactrimi
Auto Record Book
12-Flower
ieod typist, short hand pre45-Reimburse
I 4-.".ear
60-Petition
Auto Expense Book ROUTE- MEN, Major -U.-Sg corn
-at-reed but not necsssss y. PosiA-Vent
-ST-Cease -1
Travelers Expense Book
11-Pitch
pany will train and finance amespietive
Ion is at Aurora - Jonathon
DOMOODO MU
IS-Anger
65-Note of scale
Day -At-A -Glance Book
bitious men for established retail
mE4 MOO OOMOW
;reek Association Information
2o-insect
64- 1' ri5hi
ARO OEM 01100
23-51an's
Memo Book
.
route. $80 and expenses given
at-tsea pad
:enter
at
r•
Kentucky
Lake.
41-In 0ant
0010.DROOU
very first week. Car and. refer1957 Calendars
• 24-ChInes•
gersonal
interviews will be
412-Mueicat
0301103.1BIOUSRO
• . fact inn
Instrument.
ences necessary. For -interview
held at Finn & Feather Inn
Office Supply Department
26- Irritates
MOO OURMO MOO
28-Condi form:
phone Paducah 3-2777 between
in Aurora on March 23, 1:30
DOWN
091jU
dawn 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. or write to
to 3:30 o'clock.
2S-Trap
1-Married woman
Call 55
31-Lamp
422 Columbus Ave., Paducah. Ky.
2-Itidefifilte
lie
71--91akeb Lae*
article
5-Mistake
u rice 0t•
M30C
3-Cy pi mold fish
G-Lit hold!
(....nierwtsan
4-Apperach
7-IOU ionic deity
11-Perform 9-1111e.harged
SIAN 2
9- 4
-40-41matter
3
M .
1I-Lingers
15-Stonster
Iti-Metal fastener
19-4.1rowink out of
By
:I-Applaud
•
12-111an'. 4.11111•I JAMES KEENE
"5 Rasp
CoPyrlight. 1956, by James Keene. Reprinted by
permission of R.snlorn House. Sec. [King Features
31-Berni
gyndliati1
So-Upper air
I W:LL BE AVA,!LABLE FOR APPO
INTMENTS
32-13rims
34-Withered
'
....t Loaf r has
• 36-Part of arm
SATU
RDAY, MARCH 23
mah, the 'troop lifted irer.d. a
,...‘,\ac., • i:ed ead a
'31-14urry
theoi, yet
..•
: . -•
. . oi with fir Cosaity at iaa.
Fart
38-Mature
the -nigh carpc1
, 1.3 oilitag. ...A seri' of wait- eyes became widely alert.
,t
-.or40
-Habitu
ates
Jocelyn
.\ cal at pee drelcurs,
- Call or Write spoae softly. "air iu.ice and the
• i.iitroi ofter
41-Spirited horse
stgzi: L.. tarea
er. Ee 'feu peat
under she Schwabacker. it occurs to me abandoned escort
44-Ardent
'
WI/ •,..., i mg. cold
we ao:iz
Ireser\ ed that your suspicio
47-Addit
Ional
n ot a trick is mg by the corral. and
Lieutenant Temple -Jr. eivn
45-New England
itn2o/..•••••-:
K.,ea She though, of his
well founded. I'm -going to mount that meant_
Hen
university
Circling rynlie,.. a,
i ens. sins not consoling fiancee.,
for she was the troop now and go into
511-Pret
h: before
WI,IC 4s We rmoot • painful
Ryndpa:nted warriors strutted
54-Owing
But chip petrol upon whwh reeniar.y
he rode lee's at a gallop and under the and forth, occasionally anoo......:;
5i-liypetheticai
97 se
promised to ,,e different A compan) horn. Pistol
r
5
9
and sabers, Mr. into the besieged
twee
I infantry had Eisen sent to rein 68-Railway
Sebwahacker. That's what you've
for, e Fort Laramie. Joielya s troop
The commn went in bent over
.
(abbr.)
had seen ordered to rendeasous with been wanting; that's
what you'll the horses' necks, sabets and
60-College degree
the company at Ryndlee $ ranch
.
(abbr.)
••••••••• La,
P.O. BOX 104 - HAZEL, KY.
liwelyn was keeping his cou9set. as get_ You'll command the second pistols drawn. Then Schwati
ackPHONE HY 2-3731
oinist. Vitit Limn with the
section and 1 want strict atten- er saw
the enemy corning am.
alitwared likely at last. Whenhoatiii--•
signs
placed
tion
on
the back trail. At from the rear and suddenl
that an Indian was party was near
A=1111il
y
lirry-111FE
theni become markedly conspicuous the first sound of hostile pursuit, wheeled
to the right, turnine
NANCY
Emil rispected that the well deantal break away with
twelve lien and about with his detail.
trail was • trick.
Pist
'Is
by Ernie Bushmillar
fight a diversionary action."
cracked like brush fin and pow"Yes.
air!"
der
smoke was a drifting ha',-.
CHAPTER 3
IT
"Curb your eagerness, Mr. Jocelyn pulled
FIRST Lieutenant Jocelyn was
SHE
away, racing on
I
rolled in ma tarp and blanket, Setavabacker. Please remember with his men, while SchwahacaCAMERA
t
"
'Y
the poncho over his head. Emil that this is not a maneuver on er drove through in a pliinsa^e
BETTER
IS
Schwabacker copied him, as he the Plain along the Hudson. They wedge,. breaking the Cheyennes
did In everything else, and lay watched our camp last night, the into milling segments. He led' a
THAN
YOURS
sly
devils,
but
I
think
our squad daring charge that shocked tie
there listening to the rain drum
fires
lured
them
into
believin
g hoples Into momentary .helplessagainst his oilskins. He slept in
fragments, waking often and at that we remained an hour longer ness. This was not the way of
any alight sound. Finally he. heard than we did." He arched his back the "long kno•es," to press an
Jocelyn stir, and through a crack to relieve a stiffened muscle attack. Confusion came into their
around the bottom of the tarp -They intended to squeeze us, Mr. ranks and Schwabacker took adhe saw a match flare as Jocelyn Schwabacker, and I intend to vantage of it,' going after them
beat them at their own game."
stirrup to stirrup, sabers a-hiplooked at his watch.
A nod to Finnegan placed ping in the gray
dawn light.
By the time Schwahacker got
every man by his horse, ready
Close ,in now, Jocelyn coula
• to his feet and rolled his blankets,
to mpunt. Jocelyn put his foot in see clearly the hostiles
that ringed
Sergeant Finnegan hart a crew
the stirrup. "I'm going straight Eyndlee's. There
a•as no accu14111•1 161....11.11.1•11144•11.4.0.4..A.
gathering brush. The temperature
ar
.
deta//.•
through to Ryndlee's; no doubt rate way of
judging the exact
had dropped and the rain carried
'SA/AWL/
\
the station is pinned down. As number: over
fifty, he guessed
a bone-numbing chill that made
Te Mg.U S PO. *A Mos r•••••••I
soon as my section breaks The bugler's blast
Cope
11
,
3P
1.•
MA.s.M.
•
had warned
troopers flail their arms trying through
. I'll sound 'recall.' Leave them and they wheeled
to fight
to induce circulation. Lieutenant the
holding action and come in at off Jocelyn's force.
Trade musJocelyn was standing. with his
a gallop. We'll lay down a cov- kets boomed, leaving
ABBIE an' SLATS
puffs of Mill
shoulders rounded In discomfort
ering fire with the carbines."
smoke, suspended for a moment
by Raeburn Van Bares
when Schwabacker Joined him.
"Very good, sir."
before airlifting with the wind.
This was a surprise, for Jocelyp
Jocelyn stripped off his gauntThe force closed to thirty
was a marrtvho'showed nothing. lets
;Kt VIEW OF THE WITNESS'
- -THE CASE OF STATE VERSUS
and offered his hand, the yards, the new call
of "comFinnegan soon was coming in first direct overture of friendliAGE,TKS CASE IS REMANDED
SLATS SCRAPPLE IS
mence firing" spilling from the
SO VOU SEE, SLATS JUST HAPPENED TO STUMBLE
with the brush &MIL He had ness he had ever presente
d to bugle's bell. Jocelyn rode with
10 .7WENILE COURT, AND - INTO THE GAS STATION AS ME AND Ms/ BUDDIES
searched out the dead stuff, which Emil Schwabacker. In the
dis- dropped reins, saber poised, his
WERE THROWING A FRIGHT INTO THE ATTENDANT.
was relatively dry. The piles grew tance a buffalo Sharps boomed engrave
•d pistol recothatinasgatnat
BUT-StffsrtE SAW
as the two officers watched.
and this was answered by a rat- his palm. Powder smoke
wahed
(CHOKE)HE INCULDN'T
Schwahacker said, "That won't tle of trade muskets. "The criback, rankly bitter, then the combe much, sir."
SQUEAL! AND THAT'S
terion of the cavalry is the mand was against
the enemy,
"If it. gives us an hour
THE WHOLE STORY
be charge, Mr. Schwateicker." He sabers drawn and drinking, pushr
grateful," Jocelyn said. He mo- stepped into the saddle as another
ing through, crushing the - wartioned for Finnegan to ,_ame up. fuelllede rattled in the distance.
riots who Med to block Them.
"Get the troop away from the Jocelyn smiled as he added, "Na
From Ryndlee's soddy a cheer
area before mounting, Sean. Mr. doubt there will be a letter waitfloated up and the buffalo gun
Schwabacker ahd I will light the ing from your fiancee, Mr. Schbelched flame and smoke. '.•
fires."
.10
wabacker. Having once had a
Then they were in Ryndlee's
"Yes, son" Finnegan said and lady, I might urge you to disyard, Jocelyn railing his troopbegan to form the troop.
charge your duties most expedi- ers while the hostiles
gathered
"Still looking for action, Mr. ently, read her letter, then marry
themselves for a furious attack.
Schwabacker 7"
the girl and bring her to your "Dismount!" he shouted
. "First
"Yes, sir. The sooner the bet- post Don't wait, Mr. Schwabacksquad!-Fire by volley! FIRE!"
ter, sir." \
er. That's been fatal to many a
This was his great fist, the
"I think I can promise you man."
heavy-caliber carbine, and he had
that," Jocelyn maid.
"tir, I don't under ..."
been saving it for such a moment.
c•t•-• •
V VI' A
When Finnegan had the troop
But Jocelyn had already turned Sergeant Finneean's men were
clear, Jocelyn and Schwabacker to the young bugler, who sat his
by Al Capp
••• 1•••
well trained, and while the hoswent around and Ignited the -four horse with the horn bell resting
tiles poised for the thrust, the
HE'S CONCEALED
BUT,
THAT'S
WILL
I
GLADL
Y
I-ESIGN
brush piles. As soon as the flare on his thigh. Finnegan had the
'''(421f4tirTAK/41G
fire caught them, opening great
IT CLEVERLY,
EXPENSIVE.'.'
FROM THE FORCE mounted they darted out of the troop mounted and waitingANY R/S,(.7gaps In the first ranks. kt JaeeLISTF-14.7.-CAN'T
SOMEWHERE"
circle of light and mounted their forty-three hard-pratted regulars,
AND GIVE LIP MY:
,ThN lotIT
Naus_rEN,
TIC
.0
150.4e
7
:).
E.1...
lyn's command the bugler blew
YOLI HEAR IT I1CKING?
1
DEMA
ND
S.-W.
04IEE,
Ti4E
PENSION!!
deg-face
-recall- for Schwabacker's•bene,
"
I CAN
There were no more questions who listened to the struggle
X-RAY
BE
ED!!
DOESN
'T
X- RAY
at flt. Troopers ranfined paper car71
- •01/G CRAZY IN ...1
as Jocelyn led them east by south- Ilyndlee's land knew what it tridges down
DISC1.0SE THE
the bores, seated
east Atound three in the morn- meant.
lead bullets with wining Micas,
WATCH IS ON
ing-Schwahaeker had difficulty
Jricelyn spoke to. the bugler. then capped their pieces
while
HIM -0P
judging the time accurately-the. "Sound the 'charge' and put some
the second squad ripped into the
IN HIMrain slacked off a bit and the men spit into it. Mr. Schwahaeker, Indians
with volley 'fire.
rolled their ponchos. At five, strip romance from your mind
TICK
A mile net an the Recta Second
Jrieclyfl halted the troop and rind
and take command of your sec- Lieutenant
Emil Schwabacker
them unhit for grazing. To Sch- tion, please."
was in the midst of a hot fight.'
wabacker he said, "We'll walk the
Sehwahnelter wheeled, bawling When the bugle's clarion
call
rest of the way... I want every an order to Corporal Einahen
. ripped through the aounds of dyman alert."
then the bugler split the vast ing, he tylieeled his section, gathDawn tarred away the night silence with piercing notes
and ered his wolintied and began to
shortly after aix, and near seven Ito' eornmand bolted into action.
race through,driving straight for
Schwabacker', alert ears nicked The road
ranch
was viaible the hortiles 'mulching again to
up the muted pop of gunfire. A against the gray distance, a clusstorm Ryndlee's yard.
glance at Jocelyn assured him ter of low sod buildings backed
(To Re Continued)

FOR SALE

NOTICE
,

FOR RENT

5c
?9c
Can
!gic
59c

ST. LOUIS NAT'L
STOCKYARDS
- Livestock:
Hogs 11,500. Moderat
ely actii.e.
Barrows and gilts steady
to 35
cent:: higher. Sows
tmchartgail:
U. S. 1 to 3 mixed
weight and
grade '180 to 240 lbs
17.25 to
17.75; top 18.25; sows U. S.
1 to 3
400 lbs down 16 to 16.50.
'
Cattle 4,200. Calves 600._
Slow
initial sales steers and
heifers
mostly steady. Including
good to
Choice steers at 20 to
21.50;
choice 1050 lb steers 22;
good
and choice heifers and
mixed
ye'arlings 18 to 21; cows steady,
utility and commercial 12.50
to
14.50; bulls unchanged and
active. Utility and commercial
14
to 15.50; top 17. Vealers and
calves active and fully steady.
Choice veaiers 25 to 27; prime
to 29.00.

Stay of Execution 2 !'t
Minutes Late-Dies
In Gas Chamber

e')NE

'THE
DELINQUENTS'

HELP WANTED

* p

Can

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Office Secretary

[dela=

Attention Candidates

amom71,atro

Seeking Office In Calloway County

IG

Wit To Be Erelaed

Ledger & Times

IF SO, USE ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
* BUMPER sigNs * YARDSTICKS * PENCILS
* POT HOLDERS
* EMERY BOARDS
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si.
inir
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Thousands of Other Items
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WAIT'LL
SEES HOW MY
CAMERA CAN
EVEN TAKE
X-RAY
PICTURES
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Shuffle hi
eIs Extensive
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•.• 14%
ot 'mod-4--reee iReembheargit•re.'"-they .kep•
C
to .
1' -o---., fl',', b:nr--

fit for Feasting
151Yellow Onions 3 i• 19c

'5-

•.

i

v scrving
raT if
were orornoto‘l •
1 '.canc,„}-23 it a higher le, '
Jalaited—la••••jo—(11•••••—•,-r•-•• wr•••,,s
N :.'y half of the gong ..et I
NI:A ST-ITNnTr)N
' !I-n-2 has •aken place in two !
Eis0nhower'
, adrr•n1•-•r7oion
rn.
cpartmen::.
,---State -31n1
ha. ,indor4r.,
ne ext0n-',
,
fling •innd
•
--tian A. Herter. farmer
/ions. l4.!'re than 14)
• .1,,
lican governor Of, MaS
• A
can't in .as under-ecre
SO far. the sec,,ncl •4-rra
4', Of State 10 succtsed iicrber
ovepis been
1 t •
7-7 ,“;
-spat.* returne4
hs
rria oil .hukiness
officials.
Th.
re
!se.
r
•• gotten
•
.
...so
t
- changes in the cab;ne•
• f-i.ta•ic world.
there may he s,-,t•ne
1,r,r
in the %-ear
Oth0r important changes at th,
rtne
Ponariment:
Secretary
Berdink formerl
under fir,st:m
,n--'5 N'•
.,f !h.„.•• U S Inf,srmicition Agencr
inve•tigater• fror-red a• hlF c - •s- reps.:leo,: Carl W kfcCardle
as a,• nection w-sh Prre,-- 1- !ciir.•2
•::-•••,n• ceerotary (or public a'
tary core-act, 0•41,. r,
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fora vari -•
i•er,
'
_
-such 7.
, hear.,'n -r a do
,
'r,•
returr
Elhriek was named
C
S. • eral s'rnr.7\- •ran,fPrred •
•
any secretort-- for European
• gm-ern:rer:`
socceeding
Livingslfon
rev, • rehant. who'is the new ami Canada. ------------
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NEW TEXAS

urnip Greens
Mayfair Tissue 4 25c Instant Coffee
$1.09
JELL°
20: 15c Pure Lard 4
69c
French Dressing 19c Flour
$t59
Dry Milk
29c Ice-Box'Cookies '39-o
OZ. Box 10c No
Pie Crust Mix
Tomato Catsup 2
OLA
1Oc
39c it-avoiGLADI
OP" Biscuits
ROME

GROWN

'

ROLL PKG

Big Brothiar
lrg. 6 OZ.

All Flavors

carton

GOLDEN STAR GUARANTEED

80Z

plain or self rising

KRAFT

/NON-FAT

•••-•••• • •

Dad Grows Family Respect
AlongWith Slimmer Waist

PILLSBURY — ASSORTED FLAVORS

-

13 OZ. BOX

CLOVER

LEAF •

Jiffy 9

LEADING

wT

AVAILABLE HERE

•1

FC;lEimc

CE CRE

•Ntt

'Asa

Not too many years ha-.• ale. Dad might alSo find him...ell
passed smee the man in the acquiring the slim, trim waistline
„docis•-lase r ally '-begt.t?!!---ltete of his""rnt,-re Vigorous ancestors.
the nacc •—after sho,-..r.g it
There are few rriore satisfying
•
in a fort
extrtrit.r.tes thar. daree-sting the
anc.
."pro,
ter.
the
pr
of tne's own labors
was
Our
0:r.
car:- g them into
a•-id
vider"—..,1
farr,Lt was a the kc.tch,n to fc co‘,Iced ar.d
but the old r v
let,rivor•
of the werk eaten by yse':. L. -n
he Or, in to tctsb .them hr
;Sere is • •:s.•,-,2ctrd delp!!-.•
.. and ,no,,ed they
in store 'et
road who.
h.:7.
1j...•.;,-/".'....;r5 a
the..Arst trne .;,tches a pl:
In thrde'..e1,511
lecd whi
:d
and
has sown. In its maturo, •
of hi, L.plant is a trilate to If
T
Tne orda and patience of the gard
aiive
a
.of ke.; .
As he becornS more ex:
The
.
ca
•
the home .gardener v
h0115 r.
.ne
sr-ny.
znt to speciLlize in parti:.1:_.
'. •
A-11.11
C
nd, of vegetables
:
, pettin,
- 2.
in thc!i tbil-ty
-- t.h
against the obst: . •
•nari.
e2,!.
to develop a prize
•
'e
Or the sweetest :.
-,•!•••••.
d
.
'is
tre n' mr:raood.
„ .
• line a..a has the Sr ,..,•
a
r,f
he. is proL,Lt.riz .
•••
f •

GROUND

1•FOr
'
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Tegetaoles fresh from garden are reward for relaxing bobby.
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FIELD'S

WORTHMORE
TRAY

39g,

PACKED

gis

•

Enrins
.!eners llb.Cellopkç 39,1,
Chuck Roast
39c
t.1401 1-'7'4'7.le
It.ii•‘Nia

Art

Fu

L%I

lb

Corn

• r
- Vc,..1r.„-:•
....
-

ov9c
W-0-14-1.44- 4-

COFFEE

MUG

M & M

RIVAL
DOG F001) CANDY
Family

AwfatudiA

Fte-Pq

AIAERICAN
NA.S.Qt.„1
tirs

Whole'
Kernel CORN

STOKIEY

6-oz. 2 for 29c

MONARCH

DIET FOODS
Si:-

W. K. CORN'
1115c
APPLE 95c
JELLY °

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS'••

APPLE SAUCE
V.:•

•

16-ol

19c

r

Fresh Frozen Pies

. Apple
. Peach 46

49c

Frozen Orange Juice
6 OR. 2 FOR 29c

99c

value

SHAMPOO sin

RAPID
SHAVE/ YC

Giar

10 lb. Bag

ALL
oBiergent

LIPTON
TEA
THE :terse TEA

lb.
LIPTON
TEA BAGS
THE :osat-dr.TEA
„.0,16 - 25c
/
1
4

AT YOUR
GROCER'S

•

LOTS OF PARKING SPACE • Friendly Courteous Service • Phone 1061
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HALO s .50

Food I
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NOW
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SOAP Niro%
POWDER/ J41,

FLOUR

•
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PASTE AN

BREEZE

GOLD MEDAL

INSTANT
COFFEE

,

•

BIG BROTHER

MERICA
AtE

•

41)1CHII
414I
15c

CAKES 45C COLGATE
TOOTH

3oic

(,f

2- oz.

each

•

lb

MORRELL PRIDE SKINLESS ALL ME AT
V
/
1
4.

- YOUR DOG'S REST
CHRISTMAS TREAT

ON ,
tFROZEN
FOOD

WAXTEX
WAX 10,
PAPER I `i

SAFRESH FRO7.1..i.. \COCOANUT

MORRELL PRIDE BACON tray packed 53c lb.

to cons:0.-r, too.

SUNS4INE
Crackers
C
lb. box 19c

IM

TOCK UP

RESH SEVERAL TIMES DAILY!

Balcov.
"U,•

Club

/
1
2 Gallon

Wound Beef
3 Li..89c

- PURE
FR:SH

14,

f.

County

I
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